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Abstract: In various technologies Bigdata makes great impacts. It is an important issues for a huge number of
research areas such as data mining, web mining, computation illusion,semantic web and so on. New
technologies and frameworks are able to understand perfectly its value from Bigdata today. Bigdata also defines
datasets are huge large and complex they are realistic to manage with conventional software tools. The different
Bigdata frameworks such as Apache Hadoop, Hive, Spark, R-Hadoop etc. for utilizing the data efficiently in the
data mining and various fields including SMART GRIDS and AGRICULTURE.In this paper we present a
reworking of several frameworks and technologies used in the Bigdata environment and how to data are
utilizing using this frameworks.
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INTRODUCTION Variety: In the variety,structured data are also means

The Bigdata Phenomenon is driven by attractive and audio, video, log filesetc.
inspiring or stirring advances in new technology.Making
advantage of these advances in the Agri sector could Velocity: In the velocity, the batch data are converted
need new organizational to be made between servers and into the streaming data. It can be analyzed in real time
customers among various competitors in the manner.It should maximize the data business value.
business.This evolution of such similarities will materially
affect the manner and compass of Big data’s impact on Volume: All data are coming under one size. That is
the sector. terabytes information are converted into the

Investigating Bigdata and Their Characteristics: The
Bigdata concepts looks to be cleared in the starting Complexity: Data management provides very complex
overemphasis stage,where media and other companies process, particularly when huge volumes of data come
catching the significant informations.Bigdata also make from several sources.These data need to be linked,
the great deals with the computing techniques. connected and associated in order to make to collect the

What is Bigdata?: Bigdata is similar to small data, but it [1].
is bigger.This also requires new techniques,tools and
architecture to solve the problems. Bigdata says to the Bigdata Usecase: There are so many examples of big data
collection and consecutive analysis of any significantly use case in normally every industry.Some organizations
huge collection of data that can contain unseen insight have been more  receptive  of  the  technologies  and
orintelligence (userdata, sensordata, machine  data). faster to merge Bigdata analytics into the others business.
When recognized properly, Bigdata could deliver new The Paper is structured as follows. Section II  presents
business solutions, open new markets create ambitious Big Data Examples. Section III presents Comparisons
advantages. Compared to this structured data in business among the Bigdata in Agriculture. Section IV presents
applications and  other  applications  [1].  Bigdata  defines technologies in Bigdata. Section V presents Bigdata
three major attributes. Frameworks. Section VI presents Conclusion.

structured and unstructured data such as text, images,

zettabytesinformation.

information that is assumed to be delivered by these data
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Fig. 1: Characteristics of data 

Big Data Examples
Financial Services: To predicting the customer bank
related activities such as Insurance and debit card by
using Bigdata analytics.The financial services sector has
gone through unusual changes in the last few years.
Customers are need a more individual/privacy data service
from their banks.Bigdata can be changing the way do
business to harnesses the perfect value in customer
data,re-modelling the interaction with the market.Bigdata
can be involving both internal and external data using
several sources [2].

Airlines And Tracking Companies: Fuel usage and
Airlines patterns are monitored to enhance competence
and give efficiency by using Bigdata. Today Bigdata is
understood and obtained as high volume, highvelocity
and high variety ofinformations.It can create economic
value and help with operations,decision making and risk
management and customer services.Airlines are collecting
the data as good manner,but they haven’t always well at
using it.In the Airlines industry huge amount of data are
storing and processing then dropped even as airlines
collection more and more of it.Terabytes of customer’s
data is floating around at any given time within its
system.These works are carried by the Bigdata Analytics.

Healthcare Providers: Healthcare providers is used to
track drug efficiency. The healthcare providers
differentiate themselves by particular patient outcomes
and experience from the patient, reference from patients
and medical personnel. It is also improving and managing
costs, more flexible patient monitoring. To improve quality
of care and decrease cost of care [2].

Telecommunications: To examine userbehaviors and
demand patterns. Today telecom companies are very
popular. They have plenty of data and they require proper
digging and analysis both structured and unstructured
data. Customer location and travel patterns are
understood by a global mobile communications. To detect
impacts from fraud by using Bigdata simultaneously
reducing the volume of support. Telecom sector’s use of
data to grow at annual rate of data.

Finally Bigdata is ability to
Identify,combine and manage multiple sources of
data.
Make advanced analytics models for determine and
processing outcomes.
Process the organizational data for yielding better
decisions.

Comparisions among the Bigdata in Agriculture
G. RajeshKumar et al.,(2015): In economic growth and
food security of agro basedcountry, Agriculture plays an
important role. Crops determination is the main issue from
agriculture planning. Various parameters are used in Agri
industry that means it depends upon the productivity
rate, marketrate, marketfarm, government controls and
policies.

Using machine learning techniques yield rate of crop,
determination of weather conditions, soil conditions and
classification crops are determined.

This paper discussed method is called a crop
selection method (CSM).This method is mainly used to
rectify the crop selection problem and increases the
maximum economic growth of the country. This also
maximize the net yield rate of the Agricultural data.

Techniques Involved
SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM): Crop yield
forecasting is also called as the support vectormachine.
To obtaining the non-linear function using kernel
function.

Gradient Boosted Decision Tree (GBDT): It is an additive
decision tree algorithm, in that sequence of decision trees
are created an additively create a forest that gives as a
predictive model.

Regularized Greedy Forest (RGF): It is also an additive
decision tree algorithm.RGF creates globally optimized
decision tree which is also created in the GBDT.
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The advantages of these techniques are (i)Linear The Advantage is (i) Data mining algorithm gives the
functions are used to avoid difficulties in SVM. Base
learner can be changed in otherwrapper in GBDT. Its
working is faster and accurate in RGF.

The disadvantages of these techniques are (i)
Boosting wrapper teats decision tree as a Black box.Tree
optimization is possible in GBDT rather than forest
optimization [3].

Rupika Yadhav et al.,(2015): This paper gives the
information about identifies collection of traditional
farming uses and rectify how to maximize the yield of the
agricultural elements by using the today
technologies.This paper also focus on how government
to improve the rural agricultural systems.Here e-
agriculture service is used that includes HDFS, Map
Reduce, Hadoop, STORM etc. Problems occurred in the
Indian Agriculture is irrigation, market infrastructure and
lack of delivery operations. Best delivery mechanisms are
not available in the Indian Agriculture. Government took
several mechanisms to manage the data in the Ag
industry but did not manage which gives failure so
introducing the Bigdata concept which collecting, storing
and analyzing data to Agriculture. The objective of this
paper to implement several farming technologies such as
use of pesticides and use of fertilizers.

Techniques Involved: Electronic Farm Records [EFR]
which holds soil temperature maps and data, precipitation
and data, electrical conductivity and data, moisture
content data etc. Finally to finding the links is the main
works of the Bigdata experts,trends to maximize the crop
productivity by perfect diagnosing systems.

The advantages of this technique is (i)soil and crop
sensing is to transformed the agriculture into more
efficient manner.(ii)It is less expensive and producing
better quality than previous.(iii)Implementation of this
paper could uncover the information presenting in the
agricultural datasets [4].

Hemlata Channe et al: In this paper, to forms Agro cloud
for used to store the details of farmers, cyclic soil
properties of farmlands, vendors, marketing and e-
governance in the Agro and current environmental
conditions. Maximize the Agricultural productions and it
is used for cost control of Agro products. To collect soil
properties and present environmental condition by using
Beagle black bone which can be interfaced to soil and
environmental properties.

better and desired outcomes. The Disadvantage is (i)
Bigdatatechniques needs new frameworks for storing the
data efficiently [5].

Duncan Waga et al., (2014): In this paper focuses
environmental factors such as winds, temperature and
rainfall etc. It also provides use of distinct cloud
computing analytical tool to get some useful informations
from it which can be employed by farmers for vital and
successful agriculture. A private cloud is made by using
Ubuntu and eucalyptus. Here Apache Flume is used for
distributed, flexible and services for efficiently collecting,
aggregating and distributing into HDFS. It is flexible and
simple architecture.

The advantage   is   flexible,  devoted  and
distributed. The disadvantages are (i) Challenges in
Bigdata analytics using cloud storage decline into two
types that is capacityand performance, scaling and
capacity. (ii)Hadoop is implemented in the new IT platform
[6].

Ling Zhang et al., (2009): In this paper inaugurate the
Agriculture Information Degree (AID) model placed on
self-adapting regression via implementing agriculture
information degree index system. It uses several
classifiers and also provides the accuracy and efficiency
of the agricultural information degree.

Self-adapting tends vector regression algorithm
placed on the RBF kernel functions, here no sensitivity
coefficient £.

The advantages are (i)To avoid parameters related to
complicated certification steps.(ii)To enhance the system
performance and accuracy.(iii)To overcome the defects
which is available in conventional and to improve the
ability of generalization [7].

Technologies in Bigdata
Column Oriented Database: In conventional,online
transactions are mostly using row oriented database with
high processing speed, but it yields fall on query
performance. Instead of rows, columns can be used in
column oriented database. It allows enormous data
compression.

Nosql Database: It is mainly focus on the storage and
retrieving large volumes of structured, semi structured or
Unstructured. It gives read-write consistency.
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Fig. 2: Column oriented database

Fig. 3: NoSQL 

Fig. 4: Mapreduce

Fig. 5: Hadoop

Fig 6: Hive implementation

Map Reduce: It is the data retrieving programming
paradigm which allows for parallel massive job execution.
Map Reduce implementation consists of two tasks there
are MAP TASK and REDUCE TASK.The Map task refers
input datasets which is converted into a different or
distinct set of key/value pair or tuples The Reduce task
refers to forms reduced set of tuples from the combined
Map Tasks.

Hadoop: It is an open source framework which allows to
store and performing huge amount of data in a Bigdata
environment  among  clusters  of  commodity  hardware.
It made to scale up from single servers to thousands
machines. Hadoop is mainly written in java that provides
distributed storage. Hadoop Architecture simply have
four modules. Hadoop Common,Hadoop YARN, HDFS,
Hadoop MapReduce.

Hive: To process structured data by using Hive. It is a
Data warehouse structure.Firstly, Hive was developed by
Facebook, later the Apache foundation captures it up and
developed it further works. Hive is used by different
companies for example. Amazon. It is not a relational
database, Hive is mainly used for developing SQL Scripts.

Pig: It is a “Perl-like” language which allows mainly for
query execution over data across the cluster,instead of
“SQL-like “language.Yahoo was developed the PIG. It is
also an open source framework.

Platfora: One of the main issue of Hadoop is very low
level Map Reduce implementation.PLATFORA is a
platform that simplifies Hadoop jobs automatically.To
create an abstraction layer in which anyone can exploit to
collect and organize datasets related to Hadoop.

Skytree: SkyTree is a storage technology. It is a machine
learning and data analytics platform which gives high
performance.Machine learning is more effective part rather
than manually collecting data.

Bigdata Framworks: Using Bigdata analytics many
frameworks are implemented in various fields. Using this
frameworks to enhance the data processing and efficient
data transforming has to be promoted.

Smart Grid: Smart grid is the technological invention is
to improve the competence, accuracy, feasibility of
electricity  services.  It  plays  a  vital  role in the electricity
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Fig. 6: Electricity usage

Table 1: Samoa Users and design goals

Samoa Users Samoa Design Goals

Platform users Scalability
ML Developers Flexibility
Platform Developers Extensibility

field. The main issues of this smart frame is(i)how to
regulate differenttypes of devices like sensors(ii)how to
implement data from these devices.

Smart grid uses three architecture there are first one
General system architecture that includes cloud services
such as SaaS, PaaS,IaaS.Second one Logical Component
view that includes storage of informations,
generalinformations, cloud management service
distribution about electricity. Third one Information Flow
Management that includes managing the information
flows with centralized servers [8].

Smart grid framework also provides security solutions
which are identity based cryptography, Identity based
proxy re-encryption and proxy re-encryption.In this smart
grid framework also hierarchical structure for the top,
regional and public clouds.

Samoa (Scalableadvancedmassive Online Analysis): It is
the open source framework for distributed data using
machine learning technique. Various stream processing
platforms are easily plug in the SAMOA. It includes
classification and clustering algorithms.

SAMOA contains several users that is Platform
Users. The purpose of this user is to handle Bigdata using
ML algorithms.ML developers which is used to develop
new ones and last one is Platform developers tryto
develop new distributed processing platform which
enhance the SAMOA [9]. The main advantages of this
frameworks gives flexibility, Extensibility, Scalability.

HISs (Healthcare Information Systems): This framework
is used for healthcare, patients and persons involved in
the medical fields to accessing the medical data efficiently.
It also provides peak level of aggregation, stability of
healthcare providers. Electronic medical records (EMR)
are broadcasting among distinct Care Delivery
Organizations (CDOs) this organizations can organize
data and stored in the Cloud Storage. Electronic Health
Records (HER) are created for each patient by using data
which in the cloud then Mobile cloud permits users to
access the Health care records from anywhere at any
timethrough different platforms. It is also helps users take
critical decisions at critical time [10].

Agro Cloud: To store the details of farmers,
soilproperties,water conditions, agro-vendors and agro
marketing agencies, current environmental conditions into
the cloud. Sensors are used to sensing the soil and
environment properties then it sent to the Agro Cloud
through Internet of Things (IoT). It enhances Agriculture
products [5].

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we got knowledge about Bigdata
terminologies, various technologies involved in Bigdata.
Clearly defined about the several frameworks that are
used in the various fields in the world. We are also done
different techniques and algorithms present in the several
agriculture related papers. Hence we will develop the
AGRO-FRAME Environment using Bigdata analytics
especiallyHadoop for Agricultural sector.By using this
Frameworks to enhance and manage the data efficiently
and more accurately to the user and also add some
security features for Agriculture data.
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